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Outline
• Humans v. Machines?
• Mining tables and text for valuable information

– Application areas at Elder Research
– Ex:  IRS Fraud detection

• Example Government text mining projects
– Risk Profiling for NSA
– Prioritizing CBP searches
– Quick decisions for SSA disability
– Document discovery for NGIC
– Disease discovery for NCMI

• Factors for data/text mining project success
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Our view:

Human and computer
strengths are more
complementary than alike.

“Of course machines can
think.  After all, humans
are just machines made of
meat.”
- MIT CS professor
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Data Mining and the Hype Cycle

Source: Gartner Group
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Text Mining
• Social Security Administration
• National Ctr. for Medical Intelligence
• US Customs and Border Protection
• National Ground Intelligence Center
• Digital Reasoning Systems
• US Dept. Education, NIDRR
• Northrup Grumman
• Ctr. for Navy SEAL Operations
• US Army Tank Automotive RDEC

Investment
• Westwind Foundation
• Oppenheimer Funds
• CPTR
• Vantage Consulting Group
• Two Rivers Capital Mgmt.
• N. de Rothschild Holdings
• SAC Capital Advisors
• R-Squared Trading, LLC
• Energy Service Providers

Biometric & Pharmaceutical
• AstraZeneca
• Pharmacia & UpJohn
• SmithKline Beecham Pharm.
• Rio Grande Medical Technology
• Epsilon Group
• Lumidigm
• Dekalb Genetics
• VeriLight

CRM & Cross-Selling
• Hewlett Packard
• AAA Michigan
• Woodworker’s Supply
• Subscription Partners
• HSBC

Behavioral & Web Analytics
• PDI Solutions
• 3eDC
• Richmond Police Dept.
Collaborative Filtering
• FindMoreFives.com (Netflix)

Tool Evaluations
• Defense Finance & Accounting Service
• Fair Isaac
• Electronic Warfare Assoc.
Reliability
• Lockheed Martin

Entity Extraction & Link Analysis
• Department of Defense
• Army Labs

Data Mining Technology
• Lucent

Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence
• Darden Solutions
• Albemarle County
• Georgetown University
Image Recognition
• Anheuser-Busch

Credit Scoring
• Capital One
• Dealer Services
• Grupo Ficohsa (Honduras)
• Dollar Financial Group

Training & Courses
• Dozens of Corporations, Government

Agencies, Non-Profits, Universities, and
Professional Associations

Optimization & Simulation
• Peregrine Systems
• Westwind Foundation
• NuTech Solutions
• Finch Asset Mgmt. (Bermuda)
• Commonwealth Comp. Research

Fraud Detection
• Internal Revenue Service
• Defense Finance & Accounting Service
• Federal Data Corporation
• Mantas
• Hewlett Packard

Selected ERI Clients
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Example:  Government, Financial Enforcement,
Large-Scale Production System, Strong Success

ERI Support to IRS Office of Refund Crimes
• ERI served as technical lead on a multi-year program to improve the

detection of refund fraud in individual tax returns
– Objective was to prioritize returns based on likelihood of fraud in

order to optimize scarce resources (i.e., investigative analysts)
• Data mining system far out-performed existing methods

– Found orders of magnitude more fraud than previous approach
– Reduced workload with increased reliability, allowing analysts to

focus on most promising and challenging cases
– Improved refund time for honest filers because fewer “good”

returns were held for initial review
• Resulting system was rolled-out nationwide ahead of schedule and

with no adverse impact on existing workflow processes
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ERI Support to US Customs & Border Protection
Targeting & Analysis Systems Program Office

• Detecting unusual patterns of activity in land border
crossings to identify criminal activity

• Mining free-form text to accurately identify commodities
in sea-going transport
– Mapping free-form text descriptions to established

CBP codes which are used to identify unusual patterns
of behavior
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Social Security Administration

• President inquired why the SSA can’t more quickly
approve applicants with severe diseases

• Process can take up to 2 years
• Applicants need to be poor and unable to work (anywhere)
• Half of appealed applications are overturned

– 5 layers of appeal
– applicants actively worsening

• Commissioner Barnhart promised that SSA would use 21st

century technology for Quick Approval of a sure subset
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learning disablitiy, learning deisability, learning disablity, learining disabilities, learning disabiality, 

learningdisabilty, learning disabiilty, learning disabilitty, learning disabilty, learning disablety, learning 

disabilitiy, learnoing disability, learning disabilties, learning disabiltiy, learning dsblty, learning 

disibility, learnings disabilty, learningdisability, larning disabilities, learning disabilitiies, learning 

disabilitties, learning disibilities, learning diasability, learning dasability, learnning disability, learning 

disabilities, lerning disability, learning disabilites, learneing disability, learninig disability, learning 

disaiblities, leraning disability, learning disaiblity, learnings disability, learning disabilitys, learning 

disabillity, learnings disabilities, learning diasbility, learning disabiliites, learning dsiability, learning 

disabliity, learning disibilty, learning disbilities, learning disbality, learning disbility, learning disabilit, 

learningdisabilities, learningi disability, lerniung disabilities, learning disabliities, learning disaability, 

learning disablities 

  Text Mining Challenges
• Multi-Word Phrases (Concepts or Lemmas)
• Stemming (ex:  Learn = Learning, Learned, Learns…)
• Synonyms (ex:  ALS = Lou Gherig’s Disease)
• Misspellings

Ex:  51 phrases found (by SPSS Clementine) for “Learning Disability”
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Technology Approach at SSA:
Bag of Words / Density-based Classification

P(C|X) is the probability of case X being in class C.
Assign the class -- considering P and the costs of

misclassifications -- that leads to the minimum cost decision.

fractured
mesothelioma

cast
metastized

pain
leg

doctor
collision

ankle
pancreatic cancer

Claims

30% baseline -> 90% model accuracy
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Inductive Modeling Approach:
Label cases for training (using analysts)
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Build Statistical Model from Labeled Data
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Apply Model to New Data
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Collocation & Association Networks
(National Ground Intelligence Center)
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Improving Search with Collocation and Association
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Monitoring the Web for Infectious Animal Diseases
(National Center for Medical Intelligence)

Seed Sites

<a>

Link Queue

Internet

Crawler Parser
Links

Content

Link Scorer

Classifier

Model Builder

Predicted

Good

Bad

Good

Bad

Actual

Analyst

Doc
Scores
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Exploring Web of References
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Visualize Document Similarity (ERI Tool)

Documents are linked if content is similar
(even if no hyperlink)
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Prioritize Documents for Analyst Attention
through Discovered Clusters

Those close to document of interest
are likely worth exploring
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Necessary Ingredients
for Data/Text Mining Project Success

• Gain Expected:  either:
– Leverageable - an incremental improvement will matter, or
– “Low-hanging fruit” - nobody’s yet dared attack the problem

• Interdisciplinary Team:  experts needed in business area, 
statistics, algorithms, and databases

• Data Vigilance:  capture and maintain the accumulating 
information stream

• Time:  learning occurs over multiple cycles

• Business Champion is essential



How to Manage Data/Text Mining Projects
• Assess data assets (what treasure could be hidden in our sludge?)

– Data caretaker must be on board
• Identify pain points in current production process

– What improvements would have the biggest impact?
• Brainstorm ideal process

– External expertise extremely efficient here
• Conduct a pilot project.  Simultaneously:

– “Hit a single”:  automate key task, create dashboard, or graphic
– “Swing for fences”:  attack core weakness

• Have key staff work closely with analytic experts
– Transfer technology
– Internalize essential steps

• Prove ROI.  Make allies and decision-makers look good
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